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Abstract

We study the distributed averaging problem on arbitrary connected graphs, with the additional constraint that the value at each node is an
integer. This discretized distributed averaging problem models several problems of interest, such as averaging in a network with finite capacity
channels and load balancing in a processor network.

We describe simple randomized distributed algorithms which achieve consensus to the extent that the discrete nature of the problem permits.
We give bounds on the convergence time of these algorithms for fully connected networks and linear networks.
� 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Consider a distributed network of agents, each of which ini-
tially has a numerical value—for example a sensor network in
which each sensor has a measurement taken from the environ-
ment. A distributed averaging algorithm is a procedure using
which the agents can exchange messages and update their val-
ues iteratively, so that eventually, each agent is able to compute
the average of all initial values.

The computation of the average is important in many dif-
ferent contexts, such as information fusion in sensor networks
(Boyd, Ghosh, Prabhakar, & Shah, 2005; Xiao, Boyd, & Lall,
2005), load balancing in processor networks (Bertsekas &
Tsitsiklis, 1997; Ghosh & Muthukrishnan, 1996; Ghosh et al.,
1999; Rabani, Sinclair, & Wanka, 1998; Subramanian &
Scherson, 1994), clock synchronization (Akar & Shorten, 2006;
Giridhar & Kumar, 2006), and multi-agent coordination and
flocking (Bertsekas & Tsitsiklis, 1997; Blondel, Hendrickx,
Olshevsky, & Tsitsiklis, 2005; Jadbabaie, Lin, & Morse, 2003;
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Moreau, 2005; Olfati-Saber & Murray, 2004; Savkin, 2004;
Tsitsiklis, 1984).

Constraints on communication resources are a key factor in
the design of a distributed averaging algorithm. Each agent
may be able to communicate with only a small subset of all
agents. The communication links between agents may not be
reliable and may fail over the time-scale of the computation.
It is therefore of interest to design distributed averaging algo-
rithms in which each agent needs to communicate only with its
immediate neighbors, and does not need to know any further
information about the global structure of the network.

Several such algorithms have been studied in the papers
cited above. In this paper, we address another communication
constraint—that on the bit rates of the communication links
in the network. Finite rate communication links require us to
quantize the numerical values being exchanged and stored. In
particular, it is not possible to exchange real values over finite
rate links. We study a discrete version of the distributed av-
eraging problem that models such quantization, and also has
applications to load balancing in processor networks.

1.1. Outline

A brief outline of this paper is as follows: we start with
a precise description of the discrete averaging problem in
Section 1.2 and a summary of our results in Section 1.3.
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We discuss some applications in Section 2 and review prior
work in Section 3. We present our main results in Section 4,
where we describe a class of discrete averaging algorithms
which we call quantized gossip algorithms, and in Section 6,
where we derive bounds on the convergence time of these al-
gorithms. We give examples of quantized gossip algorithms in
Section 5. We make some concluding remarks and discuss fu-
ture work in Section 7.

1.2. Problem statement

We consider a network of N nodes, numbered 1 through N,
the connections between which are specified by an undirected
connected graph G = (V , E), where V = {1, . . . , N}. There is
an integer value associated with each node. Time is assumed to
be discrete. We denote the value at node i at time t by x[t]i , and
the vector of values in the network by x[t]=(x[t]1, . . . , x[t]N).
Let S = ∑

i x[0]i , where x[0] is the vector of initial values.
We describe algorithms in which nodes update their values

using the values of their neighbors in G in such a way that even-
tually, the value of each node converges to an integer approx-
imation of the average of the initial values, (1/N)

∑N
i=0 x[0]i ,

under the further constraints that:

(1) The value at each node is always an integer.
(2) The sum of values in the network does not change with

time:
∑

i x[t]i = S for all t.

Let S be written as NL + R, where L and R are integers with
0�R < N . We accept both L and L + 1 as integer approxima-
tions of the true average S/N . We define the distribution of a
vector x as the list {(v1, n1), (v2, n2), . . .} in which ni is the
number of entries of x which have value vi . We say that a vector
x has a quantized consensus distribution if x ∈ S where

S =
{

x|xi ∈ {L, L + 1}, i = 1, . . . , N,

N∑
i=1

xi = S

}
. (1)

Similarly, we say that the network has reached quantized con-
sensus when the vector of values x[t] lies in the set S.

For example, in a three node network, in which x[0] =
(x[0]1, x[0]2, x[0]3) = (2, 3, 5), the vectors which have quan-
tized consensus distributions are given by (3, 3, 4), (3, 4, 3) and
(4, 3, 3). For x[0] = (2, 3, 4), the only such vector is (3, 3, 3).

1.3. Contribution

The main contribution of this paper is the design of a class of
simple distributed algorithms, which we call quantized gossip
algorithms, that converge to the set of quantized consensus
distributions for an arbitrary initial vector x[0] and arbitrary
connected graph G. More generally, we point out certain mild
conditions under which convergence to quantized consensus
holds (Theorem 2 of Section 4), and describe some variations
of quantized gossip algorithms that satisfy these conditions. We
also derive bounds on the convergence time of quantized gossip
algorithms.

2. Applications

2.1. Capacity and memory constrained sensor networks

Let the graphGmodel a network of N sensors, with each node
representing a sensor. Sensor i can communicate with sensor j if
{i, j} ∈ G. Sensor i makes a measurement qi , for i =1, . . . , N .
We are interested in updating sensor values distributedly so
that the value at each sensor converges to the average of the
measurements, (1/N)

∑
i qi .

The average of sensor measurements is a sufficient statistic
for many problems of interest in sensor networks. The following
are two examples:

Estimation: Assume that we are interested in estimating some
parameter �, and the sensor measurements are noisy versions
of this parameter, qi = � + zi , where zi are independent iden-
tically distributed zero mean Gaussian random variables. Then
(1/N)

∑
i qi is the minimum variance unbiased estimator for �

(see Poor, 1994).
Detection: Assume that the nodes make measurements Yi ,

which are independent and identically distributed conditioned
on some state of nature H. H can take one of two values, H0
and H1, each with equal probability. The probability density of
Y1 (and therefore also of Yi for any i) conditioned on the event
H = Hj is denoted by pj (y) for j = 0, 1. Let qi = log L(Yi),
where L(y) = p1(y)/p0(y) is the likelihood ratio of y. Then,
it is well known (Poor, 1994) that the optimal decision is to
detect H0 if (1/N)

∑
i qi �0, and H1 otherwise.

However, since both the capacity of the communication chan-
nels between sensors and the memory capacity of sensors are
finite, it is not possible to exchange real numbers and arrive at
the real valued average (1/N)

∑
i qi . We assume that the sen-

sors quantize their measurements and let x[0]i = Q(qi), where

Q(s) = n if s ∈ [(n − 1
2 )�, (n + 1

2 )�], n ∈ Z, (2)

denotes the quantization level of the measurement at sensor
i.1 Then, in a quantized consensus distribution of node values,
each node has a quantizer-precision estimate of the sufficient
statistic.

2.2. Load balancing

Let the nodes represent processors, connected as described
by the graph G, and let x[0]i be the number of tasks queued
for processing at processor i, for i = 1, . . . , N . The problem
of load-balancing is one of equalizing the distribution of tasks
over the processors. If the tasks are indivisible and of equal
size, then a quantized consensus distribution represents such an
equalized distribution of tasks.

1 As such, this represents an infinite rate (uniform) quantizer. However, if
for some � ∈ N, the measurements qi always lie in the bounded set, |qi |���
for each i =1, . . . , N , then we can truncate Q(.) as Q(s)=� if s � (�− 1

2 )�
and similarly on the negative half of the real line. The communication rate
required then is log2 � + 1 bits per channel use.
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3. Related work

3.1. Real-valued consensus

The problem in Section 1.2, without the integer constraints,
has been studied in many forms, starting with Tsitsiklis
(1984) and Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis (1997) and more re-
cently by Blondel et al. (2005), Xiao and Boyd (2004), Xiao
et al. (2005), Boyd et al. (2005), Olfati-Saber and Murray
(2004), Jadbabaie et al. (2003), Carli, Fagnani, Speranzon, and
Zampieri (2006), Kempe, Dobra, and Gehrke (2003), etc. In
their simplest form, the (real-valued) distributed averaging al-
gorithms studied in these papers consist of each node forming,
at each time, a weighted average of the values of its neighbors,
x[t + 1]i = ∑

j :{i,j}∈E wij [t]xj [t]. The evolution of the vector
of node values can then be represented as a linear-time varying
system,

x[t + 1] = W [t]x[t], (3)

where W [t] = [wij [t]] ∈ RN×N is a stochastic matrix. It is
well known (Blondel et al., 2005; Hartfiel, 1998, 2002) that
for such an algorithm, under mild conditions on the sequence
W [t] (with even further relaxed assumptions on the degree of
synchronization between nodes (Bertsekas & Tsitsiklis, 1997;
Blondel et al., 2005; Tsitsiklis, 1984)), the value at each node

converges to the average of the initial values, x[t] → 11T

N
x[0],

where 1 is a vector of length N all entries of which are 1.
Algorithms similar to (3) have been studied in the load

balancing literature (see, for example, Cybenko, 1989;
Subramanian & Scherson, 1994) where it is assumed that tasks
are divisible. This assumption may be reasonable when the
number of tasks is much greater than the number of processors.

3.2. Discrete-valued consensus

Averaging with integer constraints has been studied exten-
sively in the load balancing literature. Load balancing algo-
rithms can be classified into dimension-exchange algorithms
and diffusion algorithms, depending on whether a processor is
allowed to exchange load with only one or all, respectively, of
its neighbors. Subramanian and Scherson (1994) study various
discrete diffusion algorithms, and show that all such algorithms
may fail to converge to a quantized consensus distribution. They
devise an algorithm that converges to a quantized-consensus
distribution, which, however, requires global information of the
graph topology at each node, and does not have a distributed
implementation. Rabani et al. (1998) obtain a bound on the de-
viation of a particular discretization of diffusion from its real
valued approximation. However, in general this bound does not
make it clear whether x[t] would eventually reach the set of
quantized-consensus distributions or not. There is also some
work on the design of networks which allow fast load balancing
(Aspnes, Herlihy, & Shavit, 1994; Herlihy & Tirthapura, 2005),
and on load balancing algorithms for particular graph topolo-
gies (e.g. Houle, Tempero, & Turner, 1999; Houle, Symvonis,
& Wood, 2004).

Our work is most closely related to that of Ghosh
and Muthukrishnan (1996), Ghosh et al. (1999) and Aiello,
Awerbuch, Maggs, and Rao (1993). In these papers, load
balancing algorithms that rely only on local information and
converge to local consensus (a vector of values x in which
|xi − xj |�1 if {i, j} ∈ E) are presented. However, it is easily
seen that local consensus can be far from quantized consensus
(which is by definition global).

In the control theory literature, averaging with discretization
has been briefly discussed in Xiao et al. (2005, Section VI.A).
Logarithmic quantization has been studied for particular graph
topologies by Carli et al. (2006). Savkin (2004) studies a sit-
uation in which mobile robots update their direction with the
average of the directions of their neighbors, and directions are
chosen from a discrete set. However, his work differs from this
paper in that in Savkin (2004) preserving the average of the ini-
tial directions is not required, nor is it required that eventually
all the directions be the same up to integer-precision.

4. Convergence to quantized consensus

We consider a class of distributed averaging algorithms,
which we call quantized gossip algorithms.

In a quantized gossip algorithm, at each time, one edge is
selected at random, independently from earlier instants, from
the set E of edges of G, and the values of the nodes that the
selected edge is incident on are updated.2 A quantized gossip
algorithm is completely described by the method of updating
values on the selected edge, and the probability distribution
over E according to which edges are selected. We require that
the method used to update the values satisfies the following
properties.

Say edge {i, j} is selected at time t, and let Dij [t]= |x[t]i −
x[t]j |. Then, if Dij [t] = 0, we leave the values unchanged,
x[t + 1]k = x[t]k for k = i, j . If Dij [t]�1, we require that

(P1) x[t + 1]i + x[t + 1]j = x[t]i + x[t]j ,
(P2) if Dij [t] > 1 then Dij [t + 1] < Dij [t], and
(P3) if Dij [t]=1 and (without loss of generality) x[t]i < x[t]j ,

then x[t + 1]i = x[t]j and x[t + 1]j = x[t]i . We call such
an update a swap.

We require the probability distribution used to select edges be
such that it assigns a positive probability to all edges on some
spanning subgraph of G. (However, since we prove convergence
for arbitrary graphs G, there is no loss of generality in assuming
that all edges of G have a positive probability of being selected,
and we assume this in the remainder of this section.)

Our main result on quantized gossip algorithms is the fol-
lowing:

Theorem 1. For any given initial vector x[0], if the values
x[t] are updated using a quantized gossip algorithm, then
limt→∞ Pr[x[t] ∈ S] = 1, where S is as in (1).

2 This condition can be easily relaxed to one where updates can occur
simultaneously over several links, no two of which share a common node.
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4.1. Proof of convergence

We first prove that a general class of algorithms converges
to quantized consensus, and then show that quantized gossip
algorithms are contained in this class.

Theorem 2. Consider a distributed algorithm in which, for any
graph G, in addition to the integer-values and constant-sum
constraints of Section 1.2, the following conditions are met:

(G1) for any given initial condition x[0], at any time during the
execution of the algorithm, the value of x[t] lies in some
finite set X (which may depend on x[0]),

(G2) for any state x[t]=x, there exists a finite time tx such that
Pr[x[t + tx] ∈ S|x[t] = x] > 0, where we recall from (1)
that S is the set of all vectors which have the quantized
consensus distribution, and finally,

(G3) if x[t] ∈ S then x[t ′] ∈ S for all t ′ � t .

Such an algorithm converges to quantized consensus for any
graph G and any initial condition x[0].

Proof. Since X is finite, from (G2) it follows that � =
minx∈X Pr[x[t] ∈ S|x[t] = x] is strictly positive. For the
same reason, T = maxx tx is finite. Then, from (G3) it fol-
lows that Pr[x[t + T ] /∈S|x[t] /∈S]�(1 − �). Therefore,

Pr[x[t] /∈S|x[0] /∈S]�(1 − �)�
t
T

�, which converges to 0 as
t → ∞. �

We now show that any quantized gossip algorithm satisfies
the conditions of Theorem 2. Define

m[t] = min
i

x[t]i , M[t] = max
i

x[t]i and

D[t] = M[t] − m[t]. (4)

It is easy to see that for any quantized gossip algorithm, m[t]
is non-decreasing and M[t] is non-increasing (and therefore
D[t] is non-increasing). Therefore, at any time, the value at
any node in the network is between m[0] and M[0], that is,
there can be at most D[0] + 1 different values in the network
at any time. As a result, a trivial upper bound on the size of X
in this case is (D[0] + 1)N < ∞. Also, it is easy to see that in
a quantized gossip algorithm, if x[t] ∈ S, then x[t ′] ∈ S for
any t ′ � t . That condition (G2) of Theorem 2 is met will follow
from Lemma 3 below.

Lemma 3. In the execution of a quantized gossip algorithm,
if D[t]�2, then there exists a finite time t̃ > t such that with
positive probability D[t̃] < D[t].

The essence of the proof of Lemma 3 lies in the fact that
under a quantized gossip algorithm, if at time t there is some
node with value M[t] − 2 or less in the network, then at some
time after t, as a result of swaps or otherwise, there is a positive
probability that a node with value M[t] is averaged with a node
with value M[t] − 2 or less. We now provide the details.

Proof. The proof is based on the following claim:

Claim. For any time t, let Nmax[t] = |{i|x[t]i = M[t]}| be the
number of nodes with the maximum value in the network at
time t. Then, for any time t such that D[t]�2,

(1) if Nmax[t] > 1, there is some time t ′ > t such that there is
a positive probability that Nmax[t ′] < Nmax[t], and

(2) if Nmax[t]=1, then there is some time t ′ > t such that there
is a positive probability that M[t ′] < M[t] and therefore
D[t ′] < D[t].

To prove the above claim, consider first the case Nmax[t] > 1.
For any t, let L[t] be the set of nodes that have value M[t]−2
or less, and let M[t] be the set of nodes which have value
M[t]. Since D[t]�2, L[t] is non-empty at time t. Select a
pair of nodes, lnode from L[t] and Mnode from M[t] such
that a path between them is a shortest path between L[t] and
M[t]. Let this path be P= (lnode, v1, . . . , vp, Mnode), where
{v1, . . . , vp} is a possibly empty subset of {1, . . . , N}. Such a
path exists because G is connected. Let lP be the number of
edges in this path. Then, all nodes on the path P except lnode
have value M[t]−1 at time t, by assumption (otherwise P will
not be a shortest path). Further, lP < N , and each edge on the
path has a positive probability of being selected at any time.
Therefore, there is a positive probability that in the lP time units
following t, the edges of this path are selected sequentially,
starting with the edge {lnode, v1}. If lP > 1, then the first lP−1
such updates will each result in swapping M[t] with M[t] − 1
by property (P3) of quantized gossip algorithms. In any case,
at the last step of this sequence, the values of Mnode and its
adjacent node, which at that time has value at most M[t] − 2,
are updated. In a quantized gossip algorithm, such an update
will cause the value of both nodes to become strictly less than
M[t]. Therefore, we have proved that Nmax[t + lP] < Nmax[t]
with positive probability.3

If Nmax[t] = 1 then, reasoning exactly as above, we see that
there is a positive probability that at t ′ = t + lP the (unique)
node with the maximum value in the network is averaged with
a node with a value that is at least 2 less than the maximum
value. The maximum value in the network then decreases by at
least 1, and therefore that D[t ′] < D[t]. Note that in this case
Nmax[t ′] may be larger than Nmax[t]. This completes the proof
of the claim.

Using the above claim, we construct a sequence of times t0 =
t, t1, t2, . . . as follows. For each i�0, if Nmax[ti] > 1, then we
let ti+1 be the first time for which there is a positive probability
that Nmax[ti+1] < Nmax[ti]. Then, since D[.] is non-increasing,
there is a smallest integer k for which either D[tk] < D[t0] =
D[t], or Nmax[tk] = 1, with positive probability. In either case,
using the second part of the claim above, we see that there is

3 Note that the reason for considering the case Nmax[t] > 1 separately
is that in this case even when a node with value M[t] is averaged with a
node with value M[t] − 2 or less, the maximum value in the network need
not decrease (because at time t more than one node have value M[t]), and
therefore D[t] need not decrease.
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1 3 N2

Fig. 1. A linear network. The numbers in the circles are indices of nodes.

a time tk+1 � tk for which D[tk+1] < D[t]. This completes the
proof of the lemma (with t̃ = tk+1). �

Using Lemma 3 repeatedly, we see that for any time t such
that D[t]�2, there is a finite time t ′ such that there is a positive
probability that D[t + t ′]�1, that is, x[t + t ′] ∈ S. This proves
that condition (G2) of Theorem 2 is met and thus completes
the proof of Theorem 1. �

4.2. Discussion and generalizations

The key properties of quantized gossip algorithms are prop-
erty (P3) of the method of updating the values across a selected
edge and the randomized edge selection procedure—these en-
sure that the conditions of Theorem 2 are met.

Property (P3). It is clear that if edge {i, j} is selected at time
t, and x[t]i �x[t]j + 2, then it is possible to make progress to-
wards a quantized consensus distribution by updating the val-
ues of nodes i and j in such a way that |x[t + 1]i − x[t +
1]j | < |x[t]i −x[t]j |. However, property (P3) requires that even
when x[t]i = x[t]j + 1, the values of the nodes be updated by
swapping.

To see the significance of (P3), consider an averaging al-
gorithm in which an edge is selected arbitrarily at each time,
but the following method is used for updating nodes values: if
edge {i, j} is selected at time t and i < j , update the values of
nodes i and j, respectively, as x[t + 1]i =�x[t]i + x[t]j /2� and
x[t + 1]j = 	x[t]i + x[t]j /2
. This scheme satisfies all proper-
ties except (P3). Now, consider a linear network, 1−2−· · ·−N

(shown in Fig. 1), in which x[0]i = i for i = 1, . . . , N . Inde-
pendently of the sequence in which edges are selected, under
this algorithm, x[t]i = i for all t, that is, the network remains
in its initial unbalanced state.

Randomization: In the absence of randomization, an algo-
rithm with an update method satisfying (P1)–(P3) above may
fail to converge to a quantized-consensus distribution. This is
the case even when all edges in G are activated within any
interval of some fixed length B, unlike in the non-discretized
setting (Blondel et al., 2005). For example, consider the three
node cyclic network consisting of nodes {1, 2, 3} in which
x[0]i = i for i = 1, 2, 3. Consider a non-randomized averag-
ing algorithm in which the update method satisfies properties
(P1)–(P3), and which updates values at the vertices of edge
{1, 2} at time 1, edge {1, 3} at time 2, edge {3, 2} at time
3, and thereafter repeats this cycle. As shown in Fig. 2, the
distribution of values in the network does not change. Ran-
domization, however, ensures that there is a positive probabil-
ity of any two values in the network being averaged in finite
time, and therefore guarantees consensus in arbitrary connected
graphs.
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Fig. 2. A non-randomized scheme may fail to converge. The number adjacent
to a circle denotes the value at the node corresponding to the number inside
the circle.

Two other particular cases of Theorem 2 are worth
mentioning.

Deterministic schedules: First, consider an algorithm which
selects edges on some connected spanning subgraph of G by a
deterministic schedule, and updates the values of the nodes that
the selected edge is incident on. We assume that there is some
constant duration of time B such that the set of edges selected
for activation at any B consecutive times forms a connected
spanning subgraph of G. Such schedules can be implemented,
for example, when all nodes in the network have synchronized
clocks (quantized gossip algorithms, on the other hand, do not
require such synchronization). We assume that properties (P1)
and (P2) of Section 4 are satisfied while updating values, and
that if swapping is feasible when updating a selected edge, then
it is performed with a positive probability strictly less than 1.
An easy modification of the proof of Lemma 3 can be used to
prove that the algorithm converges to quantized consensus (see
Appendix A for details).

Edge failures: Second, consider the execution of a quantized
gossip algorithm on a graph G the edges of which may fail
randomly. We assume that if we select the edge {i, j} for aver-
aging at time t, and it fails at that time, then we are not allowed
to update the values of nodes i and j, and x[t + 1]k = x[t]k for
k= i, j . If the intersection of the set of edges which have a pos-
itive probability of not failing, and the set of edges which have
a positive probability of being selected for averaging, forms a
connected spanning subgraph of G, then it is again clear from
the proof of Theorem 1 that a quantized gossip algorithm will
still converge to quantized consensus.

5. Examples

In this section we study some examples of quantized gossip
algorithms.

Algorithm 1. Perfect balancing: If edge {i, j} is selected at
time t and x[t]i �x[t]j , we update the node values as follows:

x[t + 1]i =
⌈

x[t]i + x[t]j
2

⌉
,

x[t + 1]j =
⌊

x[t]i + x[t]j
2

⌋
. (5)
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For example, consider the three node linear network 1–2–3,
with x[t]= (2, 5, 6). If the edge {1, 2} is selected at time t, then
x[t + 1] = (4, 3, 6). If edge {2, 3} is selected at time t, then
x[t + 1] = (2, 6, 5), etc.

Algorithm 2. Quantized averaging: for some w ∈ ( 1
2 , 3

4 ) such
that w is not a rational number with an even denominator,
define W {i,j} ∈ RN×N as

W {i,j} = I − w(ei − ej )(ei − ej )
T,

where ei ∈ RN is a vector with the ith entry 1 and the remaining
entries 0. If edge {i, j} is selected at time t, then we update the
values as

x[t + 1] = Q(W {i,j}x[t]�),

where Q(x[t]) = (Q(x[t]1), . . . , Q(x[t]N))T, and for a scalar
s, Q(s) is as in (2).

To verify that Algorithm 2 satisfies properties (P1)–(P3), note
that it corresponds to the update[

x[t + 1]i
x[t + 1]j

]
= Q

([
1 − w w

w 1 − w

] [
x[t]i�
x[t]j�

])

= Q

([
x[t]i�
x[t]j�

]
+

[−w(x[t]i − x[t]j )�
w(x[t]i − x[t]j )�

])

and x[t + 1]k = x[t]k for k /∈ {i, j}. Now, for any integer n,
Q(n� + x) = n + Q(x), and for any w that is not rational with
even denominator, it can be easily checked that Q(−wn) =
−Q(wn) for any integer n. Therefore, the update can be written
simply as[

x[t + 1]i
x[t + 1]j

]
=

[
x[t]i
x[t]j

]
+

[−Q(w(x[t]i − x[t]j )�)

Q(w(x[t]i − x[t]j )�)

]
,

and it is apparent that the sum of node values is preserved in
this algorithm, 1Tx[t +1]=1Tx[t]. If, further, w ∈ ( 1

2 , 3
4 ), then

it is straightforward to verify that the other two properties are
also met (w > 1

2 is required for (P3), and w < 3
4 for (P2)).

In fact, Algorithm 2 can be thought of as an approximation
to Algorithm 1 in the following sense: if w = (K + 1)/(2K +
1) for some integer K, then it is straightforward to show that
for Dij [t]�2K , Algorithm 2 is the same as Algorithm 1. For
Dij [t] > 2K , Algorithm 2 may not balance node values across
the selected edge completely. As a numerical example, if w =
3
5 , and x[t]i = x[t]j + 6 (so that Dij [t] = 6), then we have
Q(w(x[t]i − x[t]j )�) = 4, and so x[t + 1]i = x[t]i − 4, and
x[t+1]j =x[t]j +4, so that Dij [t+1]=2. However, by Theorem
1, Algorithm 2 eventually converges to the set of quantized-
consensus distributions.

Algorithm 3. Single-task exchanges: If edge {i, j} is selected
at time t, and x[t]i > x[t]j , then x[t + 1]i = x[t]i − 1, and
x[t + 1]j = x[t]j + 1.

Algorithm 3 is relevant to load-balancing systems in which
due to constraints on communication rates only one task can

be exchanged on a communication link at a time (Ghosh &
Muthukrishnan, 1996).

6. Convergence time

The convergence time is a random variable defined for each
initialization of the network as

Tcon(x) = inf{t |x[t] ∈ S, given that x[0] = x},
where it is assumed that x[t] evolves through a quantized gossip
algorithm.

In this section, we suggest a technique for bounding the
expected convergence time E[Tcon(x[0])] for general networks,
and obtain explicit bounds for fully connected networks and
linear networks.

In a quantized gossip algorithm, at each time an edge is
selected and updated independently of all earlier time instants.
Further, given the state x[t] at time t, the conditional probability
Pr[x[t + 1] = x|x[t]] can be determined for all possible states
x. Therefore, x[t] evolves as a Markov chain. For any given
network and any particular initialization x[0], we can construct
the state transition diagram of the Markov-chain that describes
the evolution of x[t]. We can therefore find E[Tcon(x[0])] for
any graph G and any initialization x[0].

It is more interesting to find general bounds that summarize
the dependence of E[Tcon(x[0])] on the structure of the graph G.
Such bounds can be readily obtained for real valued averaging
algorithms. For example, the real valued version of Algorithm
1 can be written as (3), where W [t] ∈ {Wi,j |{i, j} ∈ G} and
Wi,j are as in Algorithm 2 with w = 1

2 . Tight bounds on the
time taken to reach consensus,4 that depend only on x[0] and
the second largest eigenvalue of E[W [0]], have been found
for this scheme (Boyd et al., 2005, Theorem 3). However, the
absence of linearity (which is crucial to the results of Boyd
et al., 2005; Blondel et al., 2005, etc.) in the discrete-averaging
problem makes it much harder to find general bounds. We prove
bounds on convergence times for some special networks in this
section.

We begin with describing a Lyapunov function that we use
to analyze convergence times.

6.1. A Lyapunov function

For x ∈ RN , define V (x) = ‖x − x̄1‖2
2, where x̄ = 1Tx/N ,

and ‖x‖2
2 = ∑N

i=0 x2
i .

Lemma 4. On the set {x|m�xi �M}, max V (x)�(M −
m)2N/4, and equality holds if and only if N is even.

Proof. Let y = x − m1, and note that V (x) = V (y). So, we
find max V (y) over the set {y|0�yi �M − m}.

Now, f (y)=‖y‖2 is convex, and g(y)=y−yT1/N is linear,
respectively, in y. Therefore, V (y) = f (g(y)) is convex in y.

4 This, however, is not the same as Tcon(x[0]), see Boyd et al. (2005).
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The set {y|0�yi �M − m} is a convex set. Therefore, one of
the extreme points of this set is a maximizer. The set of extreme
points is {y∗|y∗

i ∈ {0, M − m}, i = 1, . . . , N}. Consider an
extreme point y∗(K), which has K entries equal to M −m and
N −K entries equal to 0. Then, V (y∗(K))= (M −m)2[K(1−
K
N

)]�(M − m)2N/4, where the final inequality is an equality
if and only if K = N/2. �

Let edge {i, j} be selected at time t in a quantized gossip
algorithm. If |x[t]i −x[t]j |�1, we know that x[t + 1]i =x[t]j
and x[t + 1]j = x[t]i . Call such an averaging step as a trivial
averaging. Call the averaging non-trivial if |x[t]i − x[t]j |�2.

Lemma 5. In a quantized gossip algorithm, if a trivial aver-
aging happens at time t then V (x[t + 1]) = V (x[t]), and if
a non-trivial averaging happens at time t then V (x[t + 1])�
V (x[t]) − 2.

Proof. We need only study the non-trivial averaging case. Say
edge {i, j} is selected at time t and let �k = min(x[k]i , x[k]j ),
�k = max(x[k]i , x[k]j ), for k = t, t + 1. A non-trivial aver-
aging happens at time t if �t − �t �2. In this case, proper-
ties (P1)–(P3) of Section 4 require that for some integer k ∈
[1, (�t − �t )/2], �t+1 = �t + k, and �t+1 = �t − k. So, we have
V (x[t]) − V (x[t + 1]) = (�2

t + �2
t ) − (�2

t+1 + �2
t+1) = k(�t −

�t )�2, where we have used �t + �t = �t+1 + �t+1 in the first
equality. �

6.2. General bounds on convergence time

Let us fix the graph G and the quantized consensus algorithm
(in particular the probability distribution that determines which
edges are selected for averaging) to be used.

Let T1(x) be the random variable denoting the time of the first
non-trivial averaging when x[0]=x. For the given graph G and
the given probability distribution on the edges, define T̄ (G) =
maxx E[T1(x)], where the maximum is taken over all possible
initializations x that are not quantized consensus distributions
and for which m�xi �M for i = 1, . . . , N . Since for all such
initializations the number of non-trivial averagings required is
at least 1 and (from Lemmas 4 and 5) at most ((M −m)2/8)N ,
we have

T̄ (G)� max
x:m�xi �M

E[Tcon(x)]� (M − m)2

8
NT̄ (G). (6)

The upper bound in (6) can also be shown to hold with high
probability (see Appendix B for details).

We now give a general method for computing T̄ (G).
Consider the set of all N length vectors in which one en-
try is 0, one entry is 2, and the remaining entries are 1,
T(G) = {x| distribution of x is {(0, 1), (1, N − 2), (2, 1)}}. It
is not hard to see that T̄ (G)= maxx∈T(G) E[Tcon(x)]. This ob-
servation leads to a numerical procedure for computing T̄ (G),
which we describe in Appendix C.

Characterizing the explicit dependence of T̄ (G) on the struc-
ture of G and the probability distribution used in the quantized
gossip algorithm seems to be quite challenging at this point.
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Fig. 3. State-transition diagram of the Markov chain corresponding to the
example linear network. Each undirected edge denotes a transition in both
directions, with probability p in each direction.

What we do here, however, is to derive bounds for the special
cases of fully connected networks and linear networks, under
the assumption that each edge has an equal probability of being
selected for averaging.

6.2.1. Fully connected networks
Assume that in a fully connected network (that is, a network

in which for any i, j ∈ V such that i �= j , {i, j} ∈ E), x[0] ∈
T(G). Then, if 0 and 2 have still not been averaged by time t,
the probability that they are averaged at t is 2/N(N − 1) = q

(say).
Then, for T1(x) as defined above, we have Pr[T1(x[0]) =

k] = (1 − q)(k−1)q, for k = 1, 2, . . . , so that E[T1(x)] = 1/q =
N(N − 1)/2, for any x[0] ∈ T(G).

Using (6) we get:

Lemma 6. For a fully connected network of N nodes,

N(N − 1)

2
� max

x:m�xi �M
E[Tcon(x)]� (M − m)2

8

N2(N − 1)

2
.

6.2.2. Path networks
Let T1(x) be as defined above. Consider the linear network

1 − 2 − · · · − N , as shown in Fig. 1. Let T′(G) be the set
of all vectors x ∈ T(G) which satisfy the additional con-
straint that if xi = 0 and xj = 2 then i < j . Then, it is clear by
symmetry that maxx∈T′(G) E[Tcon(x)]=maxx∈T(G) E[Tcon(x)]
= T̄ (G).

We now find a bound on T̄ (G). We explain the bounding by
example. Consider an N = 5 node linear network. The state
diagram of the Markov-chain corresponding to this network for
any initialization x[0] ∈ T′(G), which has a tree structure, is
shown in Fig. 3. Here p = 1/(N − 1) = 1

4 is the probability of
selecting any edge.

We modify the state diagram as shown in Fig. 4: we decrease
the self-loop probabilities at the nodes on the “boundary” of
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Fig. 4. (Left) The modified state-transition diagram. To avoid clutter, we
show only those probabilities that have been changed. (Right) State transition
diagram obtained by aggregating all states at each level in the state-transition
diagram of the modified Markov-chain.

the tree in levels 2, . . . , N − 1 (where level 1, the topmost
level, is the node (0, 1, 1, 1, 2), and level N, the lowest level
is (1, 1, 1, 1, 1)) by p, and increase the probability of moving
away from the absorbing state at these nodes by p. Since we
have only increased the probabilities of moving away from the
absorbing state, the expected time to hit the absorbing state
(1, 1, 1, 1, 1) starting from any state in the modified Markov-
chain is an upper bound on the same time in the original chain
(see Appendix D for details).

In the modified chain, the probabilities of transition from
all states in any level of the state transition diagram to any
other level are identical. This allows us to aggregate the states
at each level of the tree, and thereby reduce the size of the
state space from N(N − 1)/2 + 1 = 11 to N = 5. The tran-
sition diagram of the aggregated chain is shown (for a gen-
eral number of nodes) on the right in Fig. 4. Let us label
the states in this diagram as 1 through N, from the top to
the bottom. Clearly, the expected time to reach the absorbing
state in the modified chain is largest for state 1 in this chain.
The probability transition matrix corresponding to the modi-
fied chain can then be constructed from the values shown in
the transition diagram on the right in Fig. 4. This matrix has

the form [ P̂
0T

p

1
], where the ith row and column correspond to

state i for i = 1, . . . , N , the last row and column correspond
to the absorbing state, p is a vector of length N − 1 (and
represents the probabilities of transition to the absorbing state
from the other states) and 0 is a zero-vector of length N − 1.
The expected time to reach the absorbing state from any state
i = 2, . . . , N satisfies �i = ∑n

j=2 P̂ij �j + 1, that is, the vec-

tor �
P̂

∈ RN−1 of expected times to reach the absorbing state
from the other states is given by the solution to the equation
(I − P̂ )�

P̂
= 1.

Solving this equation, it can be shown that the expected
time to hit the absorbing state from the topmost state is (N2 −
1)/4(N − 1). A comparison of the actual value of T̄ (G) with
the bound found using the modified Markov-chain is shown in
Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the actual value of T̄ (G) with the bound obtained
from the modified Markov-chain.

Thus, we have proved:

Lemma 7. For linear networks,

max
x:m�xi �M

E[Tcon(x)]� (M − m)2

8

N(N2 − 1)(N − 1)

4
.

7. Conclusions and future work

We have described a class of simple, fully distributed algo-
rithms, which achieve consensus in the presence of discretiza-
tion. We have obtained bounds polynomial in the number of
nodes N on the expected convergence time of an averaging
algorithm for fully connected networks and linear networks.
While the bounds in Lemma 4 and Eq. (6) are both individu-
ally achievable, they are not simultaneously achievable in the
two structures we studied in Section 6. The problem of finding
sharp bounds on convergence times as a function of the prob-
ability distribution used to select edges in a quantized gossip
algorithm is open for future research.

In this paper, we have focussed on algorithms for updating
node values which act on the vertices of exactly one edge of
the network at a time. It is clear that the same proof for con-
vergence holds for similar algorithms which pick a matching
in the graph at each time, though the latter are at least as fast
as the algorithms we have studied. In general, designing quan-
tized consensus algorithms for fast convergence is an interest-
ing problem, and needs to be addressed in the future.

Another problem for future research is obtaining tight bounds
that apply in general in the discrete averaging problem. It might
also be fruitful to bound the deviation of the discrete valued
system from a real valued system, similar to the work of Rabani
et al. (1998).
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Appendix A. Deterministic edge selection algorithms

Consider an averaging algorithm in which we select one
edge at each time according to a deterministic schedule. The
schedule can be arbitrary except for the constraint that for some
finite integer B, the set of edges selected in any B consecutive
time steps form a connected spanning subgraph of G. If edge
{i, j} is selected at time t, then we update the values of nodes
i and j by some method that satisfies properties (P1) and (P2)
of Section 4. Further, if x[t]i = x[t]j + 1, then with positive
probability we swap the values, so that x[t + 1]i = x[t]j , and
x[t + 1]j = x[t]i , and with positive probability we leave the
values unchanged.

Proposition 8. An algorithm that satisfies the above conditions
converges to quantized consensus.

Proof. As before, it suffices to prove the claim for a general
connected graph G under the assumption that all edges appear
in the schedule. It is immediate that m[t] is non-decreasing and
M[t] and D[t] are non-increasing in such an algorithm. As in
the proof of convergence for quantized gossip algorithms in
Lemma 3, it suffices to show that if D[t]�2; then there is a
time t̃ > t such that with positive probability D[t̃] < D[t].

Define Nmax[t], M[t], L[t], Mnode, lnode, P and lP as in
the proof of Lemma 3. Further, for any time t define M̃[t] as
the set of all nodes that have value M[t] − 1. As in the proof
of Lemma 3, it suffices to prove that

(1) if Nmax[t] > 1, there is some time t ′ > t such that there is
a positive probability that Nmax[t ′] < Nmax[t], and

(2) if Nmax[t] = 1, then there is some time t ′ > t such that
there is a positive probability that D[t ′] < D[t].

Assume that Nmax[t] > 1. Now, in the execution of the algo-
rithm, say edge {i, j} is selected at time t. Note that each node
belongs to exactly one of the sets M[t], M̃[t] and L[t]. We
discuss the results of updating the selected edge according to
which of these sets nodes i and j belong to.
(1) If both i and j are in the same set, then all three sets are

unchanged.
(2) If the selected edge is between M[t] and L[t], then

Nmax[t + 1] < Nmax[t] because a node with value M[t] is
averaged with a node with value M[t] − 2 or less.

(3) If the selected edge is between M[t] and M̃[t], then with
positive probability a swap does not take place and all three
sets are unchanged.

(4) If the selected edge is between M̃[t] and L[t], then we
consider three cases:

(a) If the edge is not incident on lnode, then it can only
cause the length of the shortest path between M[t]
and L[t] to decrease.

(b) If the edge is between lnode and a node on P, then
there is a positive probability that the length of the

shortest path between M[t] and L[t] decreases,
because either x[t]lnode < M[t]−2 and a non-trivial
averaging takes place, or x[t]lnode = M[t] − 2 and
a swap is performed. In either case, the value at
some node on P that is closer to Mnode than lnode
reduces to M[t]−2 or less. Note that this case arises
only when lP > 1.

(c) If the edge is between lnode and a node in M̃[t] that
is not on P, then (i) if x[t]lnode = M[t] − 2, with
positive probability a swap does not take place and
therefore the shortest path is unchanged, and (ii) if
x[t]lnode < M[t] − 2, then the length of the shortest
path between M[t] and L[t] can only decrease,
because then x[t + 1]lnode �M[t] − 2.

Therefore, if lP=1, that is, if there exists an edge between lnode
and Mnode at time t, then there is a positive probability that
for some time t ′ � t + B, Mnode is averaged with a node with
value M[t]−2 for the first time and so Nmax[t ′ +1] < Nmax[t].
If lP > 1, there is a first time t ′ � t +B after t such that there is
a positive probability that the length of a shortest path between
M[t ′] and L[t ′] is strictly smaller than lP. It then follows that
there is a first time t ′ � t + lPB after t such that with positive
probability a node with value M[t] is averaged with a node
with value M[t] − 2, and so Nmax[t ′ + 1] < Nmax[t].

Similarly, we can prove that if Nmax[t]= 1, then for t ′ = t +
lPB there is a positive probability that D[t ′] < D[t]. �

Appendix B. High probability bounds

Let the random variable Tnext(t) denote the length of time
till the first non-trivial averaging after time t (that is, the first
non-trivial averaging after time t happens at time t + Tnext(t)).
Then, we know that E[Tnext(t)|x[t] /∈S]� T̄ (G), and therefore,
from the Markov inequality it follows that

Pr[Tnext �2T̄ (G)|x[t] /∈S]� 1
2 . (B.1)

Let x[0] = x, and Vmin be the value of the Lyapunov function
for any state in S. Then, it follows from Lemma 5 that to reach
quantized consensus we require at most v = (V (x) − Vmin)/2
non-trivial averagings. We now provide an upper bound on
the probability that in 2nT̄ (G) time steps, where n is a large
number to be specified later, we still have not reached quantized
consensus.

Consider the 2nT̄ (G) time steps as n blocks each of duration
2T̄ (G). Define Wi to be the largest possible number of non-
trivial averagings that may be required to reach quantized con-
sensus at the end of the ith block, and define W0 = v. Note that
Wn > 0 only if x[2nT̄ (G)] /∈S. Then, from (B.1) we see that

Pr[Wi+1 < Wi |Wi > 0]� 1
2 . (B.2)

Now consider another process W̃ , which is a Markov process
that runs on the time-scale of blocks just as W does. Define the
transition probabilities of W̃ as Pr[W̃i+1 = W̃i − 1|W̃i > 0] =
Pr[W̃i+1 = W̃i |W̃i > 0] = 1

2 , and Pr[W̃i+1 = 0|W̃i = 0] = 1.
Then, it is clear that Pr[Wi > 0|W0 = v]� Pr[W̃i > 0|W̃0 = v].
However, conditioned on W̃0 = v, W̃n is positive if and only if
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there are fewer than v decrements in the process W̃up till block
n. Therefore,

Pr[W̃n > 0|W̃0 = v]

<

v∑
j=0

(
n

j

)
1

2n

� exp

{
− (n − 2v)2

2n

}
(B.3)

� exp

{
−1

6
(v + N)

}
for n = 3v + N , (B.4)

where the inequality in (B.3) follows from a standard Chernoff
bound (Motwani & Raghavan, 1995, Theorem 4.2).

From (B.2) and (B.4), we see that with high probability,
quantized consensus is reached in 2(3v + N)T̄ (G) time steps
with high probability. Further, since for x such that m�xi �M

we have from Lemma 4 that v�((M − m)2/8)N , we get
that quantized consensus is reached with high probability in
O((M − m)2NT̄ (G)) time steps, which is the same as the up-
per bound in (6) up to a constant factor.

Appendix C. Computing T̄ (G)

If x[0] ∈ T(G), then at any time t, if quantized consen-
sus has not been reached then x[t] ∈ T(G) and if quantized
consensus has been reached then x[t]= (1, 1, . . . , 1)= s (say).
Therefore, until quantized consensus is reached, the ordered
pair (v[t]0, v[t]2) where v[t]i is the node which has value i for
i = 0, 2, has a one-to-one correspondence with x[t] and hence
evolves as a Markov chain. We therefore find the transition ma-
trix of the Markov chain with state space {(i, j)|i, j ∈ V, i �=
j} ∪ {s}.

The transitions in this chain are given as follows: if edge
{i, j} is selected and v[t]0 = i, v[t]2 �= j then 0 is swapped
with 1 in the update and 2 stays at the node where it is, so
that (v[t + 1]0, v[t + 1]2) = (j, v[t]2). Similarly if v[t]2 = i,
v[t]0 �= j then 2 is swapped with 1 in the update and 0 stays at
the node where it is, so that (v[t + 1]0, v[t + 1]2) = (v[t]0, j).
If an edge incident on neither v[t]0 nor v[t]2 is selected, then
the state is unchanged. If an edge incident on both v[t]0 and
v[t]2 is selected, then 0 is averaged with 2 and the absorbing
state s is reached.

We index probability vectors on the state space above as
(ps, p(1,2), p(1,3), . . . , p(1,N), p(2,1), p(2,3), . . . , p(N,N−1)),
and similarly for the transition matrix.

Assume that the distribution on the edges of G is described by
a square matrix P with N rows, where Pij =Pr[{i, j}isselected].
Since G is undirected, P is symmetric. It can be easily verified
that the following procedure modifies the matrix P1 =P ⊗ I +
I ⊗ P , where I is an identity matrix of the same size as P and
“⊗” denotes the Kronecker product, into the transition matrix
of the above chain.

Note that the rows and columns of P1 can be indexed
by ordered pairs (i, j), i, j ∈ V in the natural order,
((1, 1), (1, 2), . . . , (1, N), (2, 1), . . . , (N, N)). We delete all

rows corresponding to indices of the form (i, i), i ∈ V . We
then add a new first row (which will eventually correspond to
the absorbing state s) which has all entries 0. In the resulting
matrix, we add all columns corresponding to indices of the
form (i, i), divide each entry of the resulting column by 2,
and then affix this column as the first column of the matrix.
We now delete all columns corresponding to indices of the
form (i, i). Call the resulting matrix P2. Then, the matrix
Pf = I −diag(P21)+P2, where I and 1 are the identity matrix
and the all-ones vector, respectively, of appropriate sizes, is the

desired transition matrix. Further, Pf is of the form [ 1
p

0T

PT
],

where PT is a substochastic square matrix with N2 − N rows,
and 0 is a zero vector.

Now, the expected time to convergence from any initial state
(i, j) solves the equation �(i,j)=1+∑

(k,l) PT ((i, j), (k, l))�(k,l),
that is, the vector of convergence times solves (I − PT )� = 1.
Finally, T̄ (G) = max(i,j) �(i,j).

Appendix D. Convergence time for linear networks

Claim. The expected time to hit the absorbing state from any
state in the modified Markov chain of Section 6 is an upper
bound on the same time in the original chain.

Proof. To avoid cumbersome notation, we prove the result for
the example in Figs. 3 and 4: the proof for a general linear
network will be clear from the proof we present below for this
example.

For ease of notation we index the states as follows:

State Index State Index

(0,1,1,1,2) 1 (1,1,1,0,2) 7
(1,0,1,1,2) 2 (1,1,0,2,1) 8
(0,1,1,2,1) 3 (1,0,2,1,1) 9
(1,1,0,1,2) 4 (0,2,1,1,1) 10
(1,0,1,2,1) 5 (1,1,1,1,1) 11
(0,1,2,1,1) 6

In general, we assign the highest index (which is (N −1)N/2+
1) to the absorbing state. The probability transition matrix of
the original Markov chain (Fig. 3) is of the form [ P

0T
v
1 ], where

P is a square matrix with (N − 1)N/2 rows, 0 is a zero vector,
and the entries of v are the transition probabilities from each
state to the absorbing state.

The transition matrix for the modified chain (the left part of

Fig. 4) is then given by [ P̃
0T

v
1 ], where, in this example,

P̃ = P + p[(e4e
T
2 − e4e

T
4 ) + (e6e

T
3 − e6e

T
6 )

+ (e7e
T
4 − e7e

T
7 ) + (e10e

T
6 − e6e

T
6 )], (D.1)

and v is as above (here pe4e
T
2 corresponds to increasing the

probability of the transition away from the absorbing state in
state 4 and −pe4e

T
4 corresponds to decreasing the self-loop

probability at state 4, etc.). Let �P,i and �
P̃ ,i

be the expected
times to reach the absorbing state starting from state i in the
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original and the modified Markov chains, respectively. Then
the vectors �P = (�P,1, . . . , �P,10) and �

P̃
(defined similarly)

are given by the solutions to the linear equations

(I − P)�P = 1, (I − P̃ )�
P̃

= 1. (D.2)

From (D.2) and (D.1), we get

(I − P)(�P − �
P̃
)

= p[(e4e
T
2 − e4e

T
4 ) + (e6e

T
3 − e6e

T
6 )

+ (e7e
T
4 − e7e

T
7 ) + (e10e

T
6 − e6e

T
6 )]�

P̃
. (D.3)

We claim that all entries of the vector on the right hand side
of (D.3) are non-negative. To see this, note that as discussed in
Section 6, the states in each level of the tree in the transition
diagram (Fig. 4) for the modified chain can be aggregated, and
therefore �

P̃ ,i
is the same for all states i in the same level. From

the state transition diagram of the aggregated chain (the right
part of Fig. 4) it is clear that �

P̃ ,i
> �

P̃ ,j
if i is at a level higher

than j. Therefore, (e4e
T
2 − e4e

T
4 )�

P̃
= �

P̃ ,2 − �
P̃ ,4 �0, etc.

Further, P is an irreducible substochastic matrix, and so
(I − P)−1 = ∑∞

k=0 P k is a non-negative matrix (Meyer, 2001,
Chapter 8). From (D.3), �P −�

P̃
is the product of a non-negative

matrix and a non-negative vector, and so �P ��
P̃

(component-
wise), which is what we wanted to prove. �
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